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Dillon asked whether the all-1 vector is in the binary code of a square (symmetric)
design with parameters (22m, 22m&1&2m&1, 22m&2&2m&1) and dimension 2m+2. In
this paper we show that the answer to this question is yes. This result gives a charac-
terization of designs with these parameters and minimal 2-rank as SDP designs.
Our result also allows us to remove a hypothesis from a theorem of Dillon and
Schatz relating difference sets in elementary abelian 2-groups to SDP designs.
Along the way we prove results about any designs with the parameters of the
residual and derived designs. One of the results deals with a divisibility property
that characterizes the elliptic and hyperbolic designs.  1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
We first recall some definitions concerning codes of designs. The book by
Assmus and Key [AK] is a comprehensive reference with an extensive
bibliography. A 2-(v, k, *) design is an incidence structure D=(X, B), where
elements of X are called points, elements of B are called blocks, every block
is incident with exactly k points, and any two points are incident with exactly
* blocks. As usual X is assumed finite, with v=|X |; we let b=|B|, and let r
denote the number of blocks incident with a given point. The incidence matrix
of a design is the b-by-v matrix in which the entry in position (B, x) is 1 if the
point x is incident with the block B, and 0 otherwise. The binary code of a
design is the GF(2)-span of the rows of the incidence matrix. It is well known
that this code is not interesting unless r&* is even [AK, Theorem 2.4.1]. The
dimension of the binary code of a design is called the 2-rank of the design. We
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use the notation D for the complementary design of D, whose blocks are the
complements of the blocks of D. We use the term ‘‘square design’’ for what
is usually called a symmetric design.
Designs with parameters
(22m, 22m&1&2m&1, 22m&2&2m&1) (1)
were first introduced by Block [B]; see also [CS]. Kantor studied a special
class of designs with parameters (1), called SDP designs. These are designs
with the property that the symmetric difference of any three blocks is either a
block or the complement of a block. Kantor showed that any SDP design has
parameters (1) [K1], and that the number of nonisomorphic SDP designs
grows exponentially with m [K2]. The classical example of an SDP design
is the symplectic design, which we shall discuss in Section 2.
SDP designs have minimal 2-rank, namely 2m+2. In fact, a design D
with parameters (1) is SDP if and only if its code C has dimension 2m+2
and contains the all-1 vector j. This equivalence was presented by Dillon
and Schatz in [DS], and we state it as Lemma 10 in Section 5.
Dillon’s question (asked around 1987 in lectures) of whether the all-1
vector is in the binary code of a square design with parameters (1) and
dimension 2m+2 was put in print and elaborated on by Assmus in [A].
The main theorem in this paper (proved in Section 5) is that the answer
to this question is yes.
Theorem 9. Let D be a square design with parameters
(v, k, *)=(22m, 22m&1&2m&1, 22m&2&2m&1)
and let C be the binary code of D. If dim(C )=2m+2, then C contains the
all-1 vector.
The more general question [AK, Question 7.10.1], of whether the code
of any design with parameters (1) contains the all-1 vector, remains open.
In fact, the affirmation that the code does contain the all-1 vector is listed
as Conjecture 1.99 in the recent survey article on codes and designs by
Tonchev [T2].
A conjecture of Parker and Tonchev in [PT, p. 240] (based on [DS]
and presented as Conjecture 1.98 in [T2]) states that SDP designs are
characterized as the designs having minimal 2-rank among all designs with
parameters (1). As a consequence of the above equivalence, an affirmative
answer to Dillon’s question is equivalent to the truth of this conjecture.
The conjecture can be abbreviated as
SDP if and only if dim(C )=2m+2,
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and its truth is established as a corollary of Theorem 9. (This conjecture
was previously proved for m3 by Jungnickel and Tonchev [JT2].)
Another corollary of Theorem 9 is that one can remove a hypothesis
from a theorem of Dillon and Schatz [DS] (as stated in [AK, p. 282])
relating difference sets in elementary abelian 2-groups to SDP designs.
These matters will be discussed further in Section 5.
A design is said to be quasi-symmetric (or ‘‘quasi-square,’’ as we shall
say to match the term ‘‘square’’) if there are exactly two block intersection
sizes. In Section 2 we shall consider an infinite family of quasi-square designs
constructed from the symplectic group Sp(2m, 2) and quadratic forms. These
designs are on v=22m&1\2m&1 points, depending on whether one takes
hyperbolic or elliptic quadratic forms. In the elliptic case the parameters
are
(v, k, *)=(22m&1&2m&1, 22m&2, 22m&2+2m&1) (2)
and in the hyperbolic case they are
(v, k, *)=(22m&1+2m&1, 22m&2, 22m&2&2m&1). (3)
In the elliptic case, k>v2, and most authors use the complementary
design. Our choice allows a unified treatment. When m=3 the complement
of the elliptic design is a 2&(28, 12, 11) design with block intersection sizes
4 and 6, and 2-rank 7. There is also a 2&(36, 16, 12) hyperbolic design,
with block intersection sizes 6 and 8, and 2-rank 7. We shall show that in
general the 2-rank of these designs is 2m+1. We also prove a divisibility
property (Corollary 4) of the elliptic and hyperbolic designs. Then in
Section 4 we prove that these designs are characterized by this divisibility
property (Theorem 8).
Jungnickel and Tonchev showed in [JT1] that designs which are derived
or residual designs of nonisomorphic SDP designs are themselves non-
isomorphic. The parameters of the derived designs are the complementary
parameters of (2), and those of the residual design are (3). The 2-ranks of
these designs are 2m+1, as can be inferred from [JT2, Lemma 2.1]. From
Kantor’s result mentioned above, it follows that the number of nonisomorphic
designs with parameters (3) or parameters complementary to (2), and 2-rank
2m+1, grows exponentially with m. Our results in Sections 2 and 4 show that
exactly one of the designs (with given parameters) has the divisibility property.
In Section 3 we show that the code of any design with parameters (2) or
(3) (or the complementary parameters) and 2-rank 2m+1 contains the
all-1 vector. This is used in Section 4, and in Section 5 to prove the main
theorem. Sections 4 and 5 may be read independently of each other, but
both require Section 3.
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Throughout this paper we use the notation w(c) for the Hamming weight
of c, the number of nonzero entries in c. For a given code C, Ai=Ai (C)
denotes the number of codewords of weight i in C, and Bi=Bi (C) denotes
the number of codewords of weight i in C=, the dual code of C.
2. CONSTRUCTION OF THE CLASSICAL DESIGNS
In this section we shall construct the elliptic and hyperbolic quasi-square
designs. These designs are well known, but we include the construction for
completeness. We also need such an explicit description in Section 4.
Let V be a vector space of even dimension 2m over GF(2). Let q be a
nondegenerate quadratic form on V with associated symplectic form , (one
says that q polarizes to , and calls V a quadratic space). This means that for
all x, y # V and : # GF(2), q(:x)=:2q(x) (=:q(x), in fact) and q(x+y)=
q(x)+q( y)+,(x, y). The quadratic forms that polarize to , can all be
written as qy for y # V, where
qy(x)=q(x)+,(x, y).
Nondegenerate quadratic forms on V are of two types, elliptic and hyper-
bolic, and they may be distinguished by their numbers of zeros. The
number of zeros is 22m&1+=2m&1, where ==+1 if the form is hyperbolic
and ==&1 if the form is elliptic. All this and more can be found in [CS];
there is an introduction to forms in characteristic 2 in [K3, Sections 1.10
and 1.12].
When m=1, one can take V=(x, y) with ,(x, y)=1. If q is non-
degenerate, one calls V an elliptic or hyperbolic plane depending on the
type of q. If V is hyperbolic, we can take q(x)=q( y)=0 and q(x+y)=1;
if V is elliptic, then q(x)=q( y)=q(x+y)=1. In general, if V is a quadratic
space of dimension 2m, then V can be written as an orthogonal sum of m
nondegenerate planes. Then V is hyperbolic or elliptic according as an even
or odd number of the planes are elliptic.
Lemma 1. If (V, q) is a nondegenerate quadratic space, qy has the same
type as q if and only if q( y)=0.
Proof. Write V=(y, z)=W, the orthogonal direct sum, where ( y, z)
is nondegenerate. Then qy=q on W, and on ( y, z),
qy( y)=q( y)
qy(z)=q(z)+1
qy( y+z)=q( y+z)+1.
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So if q( y)=1, q and qy have opposite type on ( y, z). On the other hand,
if q( y)=0, ( y, z) is hyperbolic for both q and qy . K
We can now define the designs. Let (V, q) be a (nondegenerate) qua-
dratic space. The points of the designs are the forms qy of the same type
as q (or equivalently, by Lemma 1, the set of y # V for which q( y)=0). The
blocks are the nonzero members of V. The point qy is incident with the
block x if and only if qy(x)=1. We use the notation D(m, =) for these
designs. Recall that the symplectic group Sp(2m, 2) is the group of non-
singular linear transformations of V that preserve ,.
Theorem 2. The parameters of these 2-designs D(m, =) are
(v, k, *)=(22m&1+=2m&1, 22m&2, 22m&2&=2m&1)
and b=22m&1, r=22m&1&=2m&1. The designs are quasi-square with block
intersection sizes 22m&3 and 22m&3&=2m&2. The automorphism group of D(m, =)
contains the symplectic group Sp(2m, 2). We call D(m, +1) the hyperbolic design,
and D(m, &1) the elliptic design.
Proof. That we have a 2-design at all follows from the double tran-
sitivity of the symplectic group Sp(2m, 2) on the set of quadratic forms of
a given type that polarize to ,. (The double transitivity arises because the
stabilizer of a given quadratic form is the orthogonal group of that form,
and this group is transitive on nonzero isotropic vectors.) The value of v
follows from the count of the number of zeros of q, and the value of b is
clear. It is also clear from the definition that r=22m&v=22m&1&=2m&1,
and using bk=vr we get k. Then the equation *(v&1)=r(k&1) gives *.
If the blocks of a design are identified with their characteristic vectors,
then the code of the design is the GF(2)-span of the blocks. (In this binary
case, we can generally identify words with their supports.)
For x # V, x{0, let B(x) denote the block corresponding to x. Thus the
entry in position y of the block B(x) is qy(x)=q(x)+,(x, y). It follows
that if B(x) and B(x$) are two distinct blocks,
B(x)+B(x$)=B(x+x$)+,(x, x$) j. (4)
We see that there are only two possible block intersection sizes, since ,(x, x$)
is either 0 or 1. In particular, if ,(x, x$)=0, then B(x+x$)= B(x)+B(x$).
Taking weights gives k=2k&2w(B(x) & B(x$)), so w(B(x) & B(x$))=k2=
22m&3. On the other hand, if ,(x, x$)=1, B(x+x$)=B(x)+B(x$)+j. Again,
taking weights gives v&k=2k&2w(B(x) & B(x$)), so w(B(x) & B(x$))=
(3k&v)2=22m&3&=2m&2. K
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Corollary 3. The dimension of the codes of the elliptic and hyperbolic
designs is 2m+1.
Proof. By Eq. (4) in the previous proof, it is clear that the codewords
are the B(x) and the B(x)+j, where x # V and B(0)=0. Thus there are
22m+1 codewords. K
The reader will note that the elliptic design (with ==&1) disobeys the
usual convention that k<v2. Of course one restores the convention by
taking the complementary design. Each of these designs and its comple-
ment have the same code, because of the presence of the all-1 word.
It follows from Corollary 3 that the codes of D(m, =) and their complements
meet the GreyRankin bound. In [M], the first author showed that all
(interesting) linear codes meeting the GreyRankin bound have the same
parameters as the codes of D(m, =) or D (m, =).
Corollary 4. In the elliptic or hyperbolic design, the size of the inter-
section of any three blocks is divisible by 2m&2.
Proof. Equation (4) from the proof of Theorem 2 implies that
B(x)+B(x$)+B(x")=B(x+x$+x")+(,(x, x$)+,(x, x")+,(x$, x")) j
for any x, x$, x" # V.
The weight of the right-hand side is either k or v&k according as
the coefficient of j is 0 or 1. Since v#2m&1(mod 2m) and k#0(mod 2m),
the right-hand side is congruent to 2m&1(,(x, x$)+,(x, x")+,(x$, x"))
modulo 2m.
The weight of the left-hand side is
3k&2(w(B(x) & B(x$))+w(B(x) & B(x"))+w(B(x$) & B(x")))
+4 w(B(x) & B(x$) & B(x")).
Taking weights in Eq. (4) gives
2k&2w(B(x) & B(x$))#2m&1,(x, x$) (mod 2m)
and similar congruences for the other pairs. Thus
4w(B(x) & B(x$) & B(x"))#0 (mod 2m),
as needed. K
It is easy to check that by putting the incidence matrices of D (m, &1) and
D(m, +1) side-by-side, and adding one more row of weight 22m&1&2m&1
supported entirely on the coordinates of D (m, &1), we obtain the incidence
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matrix of a square design with parameters (1). This square design is called the
symplectic design [CL, Chapter 5]. The elliptic and hyperbolic designs can
then be obtained by starting with this symplectic design and taking the
complement of the derived design with respect to a block (elliptic) or the
residual design with respect to a block (hyperbolic). As far as we know,
this was first observed by P. Cameron (unpublished).
3. THE PRESENCE OF THE ALL-1 WORD
In this section we shall show that the code of any design with the param-
eters of D(m, =) (or its complement) and 2-rank 2m+1 contains the all-1
word, j. One member of a complementary pair of these designs will have
odd r; in that case j is the sum of the blocks and the result is trivial.
However, the other member of the pair has even r and something else is
needed. From here on, we shall assume m>1 to avoid trivialities.
We begin with a general result about binary codes of designs. It is similar
to, but different from, Lemma 2.4.2 in [AK].
Lemma 5. Let D be any 2-design in which r{2*, and let C be the binary
code of D. If C ={0, then the minimum weight of C= is at least 4.
Proof. Since each point is in a block, C= has no words of weight 1.
Given two points, there is a block containing one but not the other since
r{* (we assume k<v). Hence the two points cannot support a codeword
in C=.
Suppose x, y, and z are three points supporting a codeword in C=. Then
each block meets [x, y, z] in an even number of points. On the one hand,
the number of blocks meeting [x, y, z] is 3r2, since each block on a point
meets the set twice. On the other hand, this number is 3*, for the same
reason. Thus r=2*, a contradiction. K
Theorem 6. Let C be the binary code of a design D with the parameters
of D(m, =) (==\1):
v=22m&1+=2m&1
k=22m&2
*=22m&2&=2m&1
b=22m&1
r=22m&1&=2m&1.
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Suppose dim(C)=2m+1, which is the minimum possible dimension. Then C
contains j, the all-1 vector.
Proof. Since b=22m&1, dim(C)2m. If dim(C)=2m, the nonzero
codewords are the blocks; so the sum of two distinct blocks is a block. This
implies that the block intersection sizes are constant, which in turn implies
that the design is square. But, since v{b (m>1), the design is not square.
Hence 2m+1 is the minimum possible dimension.
Choose any point and shorten C at that point (that is, delete the 0 from
the words of C having 0 there) to obtain C$, a code of length v&1 and
dimension 2m. Let A$i and B$i refer to the weight enumerator of C$ and its
dual. Lemma 5 applies to C, and it then follows that B$1=B$2=0.
The Pless power moment identities [P] (see also [MS, p. 131]) give
:
v&1
i=0
A$i=22m
:
v&1
i=0
iA$i=22m&1(v&1)
:
v&1
i=0
i 2A$i=22m&2v(v&1).
There are definitely b&r codewords of weight k and one of weight 0 in C$.
Let Ai" refer to the counts for the remaining words. Then
:
v&1
i=0
Ai"=22m&b+r&1
:
v&1
i=0
iA i"=22m&1(v&1)&(b&r) k
:
v&1
i=0
i 2A i"=22m&2v(v&1)&(b&r) k2.
We wish to show that the remaining words of C$ all have weight v&k, and
to do this it suffices to show that
:
v&1
i=0
(i&(v&k))2 A i"=0.
Expanding the quadratic factor, using the three preceding equations, and
then substituting the values for v, k, b, and r shows that this is true.
Thus the codes C$ have only two possible nonzero weights, namely k
and v&k. Therefore the only possible weights in C itself are 0, k, v&k
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and v. Since B1=B2=B3=0 by Lemma 5, the MacWilliams identities
show that the weight distribution of C must be
A0=Av=1, Ak=Av&k=22m&1.
In particular, C contains j. K
Corollary 7. Any design with the parameters of D(m, =) and 2-rank 2m+1
is quasi-square, with block intersection sizes 22m&3 and 22m&3&=2m&2.
Proof. By the weight distribution, the sum of two distinct blocks is
either a block or the complement of a block. Hence there are at most two
block intersection sizes, and their values follow as before from the formula
w(B+B$)=w(B)+w(B$)&2w(B & B$). K
4. A CHARACTERIZATION OF THE ELLIPTIC
AND HYPERBOLIC DESIGNS
In this section we shall prove a converse to Corollary 4. As we stated in
the introduction, the number of nonisomorphic designs with the parameters
of D(m, =) and 2-rank 2m+1 grows exponentially with m. The following
theorem shows that out of this large number of designs, D(m, =) is the only
one with the triple intersection property stated in Corollary 4. Triple inter-
sections of blocks have been used in many ways. For example, sometimes
one can show that designs with the same parameters are nonisomorphic by
calculating triple intersection sizes.
Theorem 8. Let D be a design with the parameters of either D(m, =) or
D (m, =), and 2-rank 2m+1. If all sizes of intersections of three blocks are
divisible by 2m&2, then D is isomorphic to D(m, =) or D (m, =).
Proof. If the hypotheses hold for D, they also hold for D . For, by
Theorem 6 (or else the fact that r is odd), the presence of the all-1 word
implies that D and D have the same code. It is easy to check that if the
divisibility condition holds for D it also holds for D . This means we can
assume that D has the parameters of D(m, =).
Let C be the binary code of D. By the proof of Theorem 6, the weight
distribution of C is A0=Av=1, Ak=Av&k=22m&1. By Corollary 7, D is
quasi-square. Since the sum of two distinct blocks B and B$ is either a
block or the complement of a block,
2k&2w(B & B$)=k or v&k.
It follows that 2m&2 | w(B & B$) and then 2m&2 | w(c & c$) for all c, c$ # C.
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We now assume the triple intersection divisibility property (TIDP):
2m&2 | w(B & B$ & B") (TIDP)
for all blocks B, B$, B" of D. Using the previous paragraph, it is easy to
check that (TIDP) implies 2m&2 | w(c & c$ & c") for all c, c$, c" # C.
We must reconstruct a quadratic space of dimension 2m. To this end,
define the function Q: C  GF(2) by
Q(c)=
w(c)
2m&1
(mod 2).
We shall show that Q defines a quadratic form on C with radical ( j), and
hence we shall obtain a nondegenerate quadratic form on the quotient
C( j). Clearly Q takes value 0 on blocks and the all-0 vector, whereas Q
takes value 1 on the complements of blocks and the all-1 vector.
The formula w(c+c$)=w(c)+w(c$)&2w(c & c$) allows us to to calculate
the polarization of Q. Dividing by 2m&1 and reducing modulo 2 we get
Q(c+c$)=Q(c)+Q(c$)&\w(c & c$)2m&2 (mod 2)+ .
Hence the form  that should be associated to Q is given by
(c, c$)=
w(c & c$)
2m&2
(mod 2).
We must show that  is bilinear.
For c, c$, c" # C,
(c, c$+c")=
w((c & c$)+(c & c"))
2m&2
(mod 2)
=
w(c & c$)+w(c & c")&2w(c & c$ & c")
2m&2
(mod 2)
=(c, c$)+(c, c")&\w(c & c$ & c")2m&3 (mod 2)+
=(c, c$)+(c, c") by (TIDP).
Thus  is bilinear and Q is a quadratic form.
Clearly j # rad() since ( j, c)=w(c)2m&2(mod 2)=0 for all c # C. Sup-
pose the radical is bigger than ( j). Then rad() contains a block B, and
2m&1 | w(B & B$) for all blocks B$. But then w(B & B$)=22m&3 for all B$ by
Corollary 7. This is a contradiction, because in any quasi-square design
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(that is not actually a square design), the sizes of B & B$ for a fixed B can-
not be constant [SS, Theorem 3.8].
Finally we must recover the design D(m, =). Let l be a coordinate
functional of C, and define Ql by Ql(c)=Q(c)+l(c) for c # C. Then Ql is
a quadratic form on C polarizing to , and Ql is 0 on rad(). Let C =
C( j) and let Q l be the form induced on C by Ql .
The blocks of D represent the nonzero members of C . If B is a block
of D, then Ql(B)=Q(B)+l(B)=l(B). So the matrix with rows indexed
by the nonzero members of C , columns indexed by the Q l , and with entry
Q l(B+( j) ) in position (B+( j) , Q l), is the incidence matrix of D modulo
2. But now we can see that the Q l all have the same type, because the
number of zeros of Q l on C can be read from its column. This number is
22m&r=22m&1+=2m&1, which is v. As v is the total number of quadratic
forms of this common type, the incidence matrix of D is the incidence
matrix of D(m, =). K
For example, when m=3, Theorem 8 says that the only 2&(28, 12, 11)
design of 2-rank 7 in which all triple intersections have even cardinality is
D(3, &1). Tonchev has shown that there are exactly four 2&(28, 12, 11)
designs with 2-rank 7; see [T1], or [M, Corollary C] and [DS].
5. THE ALL-1 WORD IN THE SQUARE DESIGNS
In this section D will denote any square design with parameters
(v, k, *)=(22m, 22m&1&2m&1, 22m&2&2m&1)
and C will denote the binary code of D. A design D with these parameters
has the symmetric difference property (SDP) if the sum (in C) of any three
blocks is either a block or a block complement. Here, then, is the theorem
answering the question of Dillon stated in the introduction.
Theorem 9. Let D be a square design with parameters
(v, k, *)=(22m, 22m&1&2m&1, 22m&2&2m&1)
and let C be the binary code of D. If dim(C )=2m+2, then C contains the
all-1 vector.
Proof. Let K be a fixed block in D. Let Dd and Dr be the derived and
residual designs of D with respect to K, respectively, and let Cd and C r be
the corresponding binary codes. Permute the coordinates so that K is
supported on the first k points. Thus Cd is the projection of C onto the
first k coordinates, and C r is the projection onto the last v&k. For c # C,
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write c=(cd | cr) with cd # Cd and cr # C r. The parameters of Dd are the
parameters of D (m, &1), and the parameters of Dr are those of D(m, +1).
Where necessary we label parameters of Dd and Dr with the corresponding
superscripts. For example, vd=k.
Since dim(C r)<2m+2 and is at least 2m+1 as in the proof of Theorem 6,
we have dim(C r)=2m+1. Thus by Theorem 6, the all-1 word jr is in C r. Let
H=(Hd | jr) be a preimage of jr in C. The other preimage is H+K. Since
the words Br, B a block other than K, represent the nonzero words of
C r( jr) , the members of C are
0, K, H, H+K, B, B+K, B+H, B+H+K,
where B runs through all blocks other than K. (There is no duplication
in this list.) We want to know the weights of each type of codeword. If we
set w(H d )=x, then w(H)=x+vr and w(H+K)=k&x+vr. In addition,
w(K)=w(B)=k and w(B+K)=2k&2*.
Next we show that if B{K then each of the codewords B+H and
B+H+K is either the sum of two blocks; or the sum of three blocks, one
of which is K. It is enough to show this for B+H. By the fact that Dr is
quasi-square and the proof of Corollary 7, there exist blocks B1 and B2
such that
Br+Br1=B
r
2+j
r.
Taking preimages we get
B+H=B1+B2 or B1+B2+K.
It follows that w(B+H) is either w(B1+B2), which is 2k&2*, or
w(B1+B2+K). The weight of B+H+K is also one of these two values.
It remains to calculate w(B1+B2+K).
As in the previous paragraph, there exist blocks B1=(Bd1 | B
r
1) and B2=
(Bd2 | B
r
2) such that B
r+jr=Br1+B
r
2 . Taking weights we get w(B
r
1+B
r
2)=
vr&kr. Then w(B1+B2)=2k&2*=w(Bd1+B
d
2)+v
r&kr, which gives
w(Bd1+B
d
2). Thus, w(B1+B2+K)=v
d&w(Bd1+B
d
2)+w(B
r
1+B
r
2)=v
d&
(2k&2*&vr+kr)+vr&kr. This simplifies to v&k upon substitution of
the values.
We can now tabulate the codewords and their weights in Table I (using
the fact that 2k&2*=v2 for D).
Of the 2(22m&1) codewords in the last two types, half have weight v2
and half have weight v&k. This observation is equivalent to the first power
moment identity, vi=0 iAi=2
2m+1v. That identity itself follows from B1(C)=0.
The next power moment identity (which follows from B2(C)=0) says that
vi=0 i
2Ai=22mv(v+1). Substitution leads to a quadratic equation in x
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TABLE I
Codeword Number of such codewords Weight
0 1 0
K 1 k
H 1 x+(v&k)
K+H 1 (vd&x)+vr=v&x
B({K) 22m&1 k
B+K 22m&1 2k&2*=v2
B+H 22m&1 v2 or v&k
B+K+H 22m&1 v&k or v2
whose solutions are x=0 and x=22m&1&2m&1=vd. These solutions
correspond to the two choices for H, the preimage of jr. Thus H=j or
H=(0 | jr)=K+j. In particular, we conclude that j # C. K
Before giving corollaries, we indicate a proof of the equivalence
mentioned in the introduction.
Lemma 10 [DS]. A square design with parameters
(v, k, *)=(22m, 22m&1&2m&1, 22m&2&2m&1)
has the symmetric difference property if and only if its binary code has dimension
2m+2 and contains the all-1 vector.
Proof. The implication from left to right is proved at the beginning of
the proof of the main theorem in [DS]. The implication from right to left
is essentially the proof of Corollary 1 in [DS]. K
This lemma and Theorem 9 immediately imply
Corollary 11. A square design with parameters
(v, k, *)=(22m, 22m&1&2m&1, 22m&2&2m&1)
has te symmetric difference property if and only if the dimension of its binary
code is 2m+2.
The next corollary is a rigidity theorem for designs with parameters (1).
Corollary 12. Any square design with parameters
(v, k, *)=(22m, 22m&1&2m&1, 22m&2&2m&1)
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has 2-rank at least 2m+2, with equality holding if and only if the design is
an SDP design.
Proof. The inequality is Lemma 1.2 of [JT2], and the condition for
equality is Corollary 11. K
As pointed out by Assmus [A, p. 6], the Dillon-Schatz theorem and
Corollary 12 imply
Corollary 13. A design has parameters (22m, 22m&1&2m&1, 22m&2&
2m&1) and 2-rank 2m+2 if and only if its code is generated by the first-order
ReedMuller code RM(1, 2m) and the characteristic vector of a difference
set.
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